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Abstract: Recently, demands for raw materials like rare earth elements (REEs) have increased con-
siderably due to their high potential applications in modern industry. Additionally, REEs’ similar
chemical and physical properties caused their separation to be difficult. Numerous strategies for REEs
separation such as precipitation, adsorption and solvent extraction have been applied. However,
these strategies have various disadvantages such as low selectivity and purity of desired elements,
high cost, vast consumption of chemicals and creation of many pollutions due to remaining large
amounts of acidic and alkaline wastes. Membrane separation technology (MST), as an environ-
mentally friendly approach, has recently attracted much attention for the extraction of REEs. The
separation of REEs by membranes usually occurs through three mechanisms: (1) complexation of
REE ions with extractant that is embedded in the membrane matrix, (2) adsorption of REE ions on the
surface created-active sites on the membrane and (3) the rejection of REE ions or REEs complex with
organic materials from the membrane. In this review, we investigated the effect of these mechanisms
on the selectivity and efficiency of the membrane separation process. Finally, potential directions for
future studies were recommended at the end of the review.

Keywords: rare earth elements (REEs); polymer inclusion membrane (PIM); ion-imprinted membrane
(IIM); nanocomposite membrane; solid membrane

1. Introduction

In recent years, the consumption of scarce raw materials such as rare earth elements
(REEs) has exponentially increased due to their fundamental requirements in advanced
technologies and industrial applications [1]. Lots of cutting-edge techniques such as new
catalysts in petroleum refining, rechargeable batteries for electric vehicles, phosphors in
flat panel display and ceramics presently need the REEs-based materials [2–6]. Owing to
the necessity of REEs, they are famous as “the vitamins of modern industry” [7]. REEs
include a large metallic group of 17 SC and Y elements besides the 15 lanthanide elements,
La, Pr, Ce, Pm, Nd, Sm, Eu, Gd, Dy, Tb, Ho, Tm, Er and Yb [8,9], which typically consist
of light REEs (LREEs, La-Eu) and heavy REEs (HREEs, Y and Gd-Lu) categories. REEs
generally have similar electronic configurations, resulting in similar chemical and physical
properties [10,11]. The REEs are not rare compared to precious metals, but their low
concentrations (about ppb) and vast locations make them challenging to collect [2,8]. The
main ores of REEs comprise monazite, xenotime, lanthanite, allanite, bastnäsite, loparite
and phosphate rocks [3]. Currently, China is the leading REEs producer, accounting for
about 90% of REEs worldwide [12]. Nevertheless, China has limited its REE exports due to
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growing domestic demand, leading to a global REE supply shortage [2,13]. Figure 1 shows
the diagram of production shares of REEs from different countries around the world in
2020 [14].

Figure 1. Schematic diagram of production shares of REEs from different countries around the world
in 2020, illustrating that China has the highest production share of up to 58%, followed by USA,
Myanmar, and Australia, as mentioned on the diagram [14].

Ironically, the industrial separation from REEs ores involves severe environmental
pollution and an increased economic price of these elements. In addition, because REEs
have identical properties, their separation is a complex process [15]. Therefore, the REEs
recovery from wastewaters is of great importance and reduces their production cost [4,16].
Meanwhile, recovering REEs from industrial wastewaters as secondary resources is still
a major challenge due to low concentrations. So far, various technologies have been
applied to remove and recover REEs from different contaminated wastewaters, such as
solvent extraction [17], ion exchange [18], precipitation [19,20], adsorption [21,22], and
electrochemical processes [23]. Because of its large production capacity and fast mass
transfer, the primary industrial-scale method is a solvent extraction from their leaching
solution [24]. However, this is still facing some challenges such as low selectivity and
purity of the extracted elements, remaining large amounts of wastes and high consumption
of reagents [25]. In the precipitation process, created sludge needs further treatment. In
addition, the attendance of other ions in the obtained stream can affect the extraction
efficiency [26]. Also, a purification step after adsorption is required for the adsorption
process, which is associated with consuming chemical materials and increasing costs [27,28].
Thus, new separation methods need to be developed for the efficient extraction of REEs
from secondary resources. Recently, membrane separation technology (MST) has attracted
a lot of attention due to its porous structure, good selectivity and environmentally friendly
essence. In this study, we evaluate MST for the recovery of REEs. The review provides the
REEs separation mechanisms from various membrane techniques. The structure, selectivity
and feasibility of these membranes are also investigated.

2. Membrane Separation Technology (MST) for Recovery of REEs

MST, a combined process of simultaneous removal and extraction without the need
for thermal operations, can be a promising method for a green separation approach. In
recent years, the use of membrane technology for the recovery of REEs from effluent
and wastewater due to many advantages, such as high selectivity and recovery, easy
operation, the minimum created volume of sludge and the limited production of waste
material, has attracted much attention [29]. Significant research on the membrane process
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for REEs separation has involved the liquid-liquid extraction method. Although this
method is the most used and conventional way to extract REEs on an industrial scale [30],
consistently low extraction efficiency, the presence of impurities in the final product, a low
contact area and loss of the extractant in the aqueous phase are still present in large-scale
processes [31]. To solve these problems, various types of liquid membranes (LMs), such as
emulsion liquid membrane (ELM), bulk liquid membrane (BLM) and electrostatic quasi-
liquid membrane (ESPLM), have been developed to improve the extraction of REEs [32–37].
In all these membranes, the separation mechanism is generally permeating lanthanide
ions (Ln3+) from feed solution through an organic phase to the stripping phase due to
the concentration gradient. However, because of the weak stability and low membrane
surface of these methods, which is specified by the different solubility of the phase, new
methods such as the supported liquid membrane (SLM) [38–42] and the hollow fiber
supported liquid membrane (HFSLM) [43–48]—upon which extractant is embedded on the
porous support—have been developed [16]. For example, J. Martínez et al. [49] applied an
effective flat sheet-supported liquid membrane (SLM) for the recovery of Y3+-Nd3+-Dy3+,
using bis (2-ethylhexyl) hydrogen phosphate (D2EHPA) as an extractant and polymeric
support. However, the most significant disadvantage of supported liquid membranes
is that an aqueous solution usually wets the porous structure support and is inevitably
blocked by carriers. A solvent extraction process followed by a hollow fiber-supported
liquid membrane (HFSLM), with a 1 mol/L D2EHPA extractant, was studied by Achmad
et al. [17]. The best recovery percentage achieved at 90 min for Nd3+, Dy3+ and Pr3+ was
63.13%, 15.21% and 56.29%, respectively.

Although the application and development of these methods have shown significant
separation effects, their utilization on an industrial scale still involves some problems.
As a result, the REEs separation processes have shifted towards applying stable non-
liquid membrane processes, in which carriers are chemically or physically attached to the
membrane or a porous supporting structure [50]. Therefore, they can be used without the
concern of extractant loss into the aqueous phase. Polymer inclusion membrane (PIM) is a
relatively new method for the solid extraction of REEs, which is inexpensive and has high
flux and mechanical flexibility [51–53]

Other solid extraction methods for separating REEs are mainly included in ion-
imprinted techniques [54–57] on polymer membranes. Some other membranes, such
as metal-organic frameworks (MOFs) membranes, carbon membranes and stainless-steel
membranes, due to their unique properties, also have a high potential for separation of
REEs [58–61]. The separation mechanism of these methods is mainly involved in the ad-
sorption or rejection of target ions from the surface and the transition of other ions through
the membrane. Consequently, the extraction and separation mechanism of REEs can be
categorized into three groups:

1. Diffusion/permeation mechanism.
2. Facilitated/retarded permeation mechanism.
3. Rejection mechanism.

In the following sections, the operation of these mechanisms for the extraction
of REEs is discussed in detail. Also, the advantages and disadvantages of separating
different REEs from various waste streams with respect to the use of these mechanisms,
have been investigated.

3. Diffusion/Permeation Mechanism

As illustrated in Figure 2, the extraction of REE ions in a permeable membrane occurs
through co-transport and counter-transport mechanisms. In the co-transport mechanism,
the RE3+ and its anions such as NO3

−, Cl− or SO4
2− make complex with organic extractant

(according to Equation (1)) and diffuse together through the membrane, appropriate for
neutral extractants.

RE3+ + 3X− + A(0) ↔ REX3.A(0) (1)
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Figure 2. The extraction mechanism of REEs through permeable membranes, (a) cotransport of both
REE ions and anionic specious by mainly neutral organic extractant and (b) counter-transport of
REE ions and H+ due to concentration differences of H+ between both sides of membrane by mainly
acidic organic extractant [4].

In the counter-transport mechanism, the RE3+ makes a complex with organic extractant
a (according to Equation (2)) and diffuses through the membrane due to cation exchange
with H+, which usually happens for acidic extractants. Therefore, the permeation of REE
ions depends on the gradient of H+ concentration from feed solution to stripping solution.
In these membranes, the extraction is influenced by the structure of support or membrane
matrix, the kind of extractant, the presence of competitive ions, the PH of the feed solution
and stripping solution and the concentration of initial concertation [4].

RE3+ + 3HA(0) ↔ REA3(0) + 3H+ (2)
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It is worth noting that the permeation coefficient is a key parameter for these mech-
anisms to evaluate the efficiency of extraction of REEs and is calculated according to
Equation (3):

Ln

(
[RE3+] f eed,t

[RE3+] f eed,0

)
= −APt

V
(3)

where [RE3+]feed,t, [RE3+]feed,0, A, V, t and P are the REE ions concentration in the feed solution
at t time, initial REE ions concentration in the feed solution, the membrane active surface area,
the volume of source solution, the time and the permeability coefficient, respectively.

3.1. Supported Liquid Membranes (SLMs)

The liquid membrane technique (LMT) is a huge category of extraction processes, in
which transportation of extracted specious occurs through the membrane phase. Liquid
membranes are classified into unsupported membranes such as emulsion liquid membranes
(ELMs), bulk liquid membranes (BLMs) and supported liquid membranes (SLMs). SLMs
constructed of a porous support and carrier to extract target ions have become an effective
system due to their high selectivity and lower carrier consumption. SLMs have been widely
used for the extraction of REEs. However, the most significant disadvantages of SLMs
are low stability and block support pores by aqueous solutions. So, new approaches have
been applied for a more effective separation of REEs by SLMs. Liang et al. [39] studied a
novel hybrid flat renewal SLM with a dispersion phase using D2EHPA as the extractant
and HNO3 as the stripping phase for Nd3+ extraction. The dispersion phase was composed
of the membrane phase (carriers dissolved in organic solutions) and the stripping phase.
The stripping phase concentrated the REE ions after suspending and still standing in the
dispersion phase. The dispersion stripping phase also preserved a renewable supply for
the extractant, which would prevent the re-impregnation of typical SLM and stabilize the
membrane phase fixed in the matrix phase. In an optimum condition such as 0.1 mol/L
D2EHPA, 4 mol/L HNO3, 2 × 10−4 mol/L, an initial concentration of Nd3+ and feed
solution PH pf 4.6 and a time of 75 min, the extraction of Nd3+ was near 92.9%. The
mechanism of REEs extraction from the SLM process using D2EHPA as an extractant from
coal fly ash leachate is reported by Smith et al. [22].

Cui et al. [62] investigated the transportation mechanism of an SLM with PVDF
support and TODGA carrier. PVDF membrane was selected as the support due to its high
thermal, chemical and mechanical stability. The extraction of REEs with TODGA in HNO3
media follows Equation (4):

RE3++3NO−3 +3TODGA(0) ↔ (TODGA)3.RE(NO3)3(0) (4)

the sign (0) refers to the organic phase, so the extraction constant of RE3+ would be calcu-
lated according to the Equation (5):

KH+ =
[(TODGA)3.RE(NO3)3][

RE3+
]
.
[
3NO−3

]3.[TODGA]3
(5)

The REEs extraction constants reported as KLa
3+ = 5.08 × 103, KPr

3+ = 9.40 × 103,
KCe

3+ = 1.28 × 104, KNd
3+ = 7.71 × 103. The increase in acidity caused the promotion of the

complex formation. Nevertheless, with the acidity increase, nitric acid was also extracted,
which led to the occupation of extractants by the HNO3 molecules and decreased extraction
efficiency. So, they used a mixture of HNO3 and NaNO3. By increasing NO3

− ions from
2 mol/L to 3 mol/L, the best Nd3+ transportation of 99% was achieved. The transportation
mechanism in the membrane phase is depicted in Figure 3a. The REE ion bound to the
extractant, and a charge balance was reached with the formation of the neutral complex
with NO3

−. The complex then transfers from feed solution to membrane phase because of
higher distribution, and thus REEs are released into the stripping solution.
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Figure 3. (a) the schematic of REE ions extraction through the supported liquid membrane, both REE
ions and NO3

− pass through the membrane by formation complex with TODGA carriers, which are a
neutral extractant, by co-transport mechanism [62]; (b) the schematic of REE ions extraction through
the supported liquid membrane, REE ions pass through the membrane by formation complex with
DODGAA carriers, which are acidic extractants by counter-transport mechanism [63].

Asadollahzadeh et al. [64] studied a synergistic extractant containing [C6MIM][NTf2]
ionic liquid, trioctyl phosphine oxide (TOPO) and Tributyl phosphate (TPB) for the ex-
traction of Nd3+ from Pr3+ using a supported liquid membrane system. The results show
that when the TOPO was used as an extractant in the 1.8 M H2SO4 stripping phase, the
permeation coefficient for Nd3+ and Pr3+ were 0.8627 × 106 m/s and 0.2418 × 106 m/s,
respectively, and when TPB was used, the permeation coefficient for Nd3+ and Pr3+ was
0.4043 × 106 m/s and 0.0910 × 106 m/s, which indicate that the separation of Nd3+ from
Pr3+ was not acceptable for both extractants. However, in the case of using both TOPO
and TPB, the permeation coefficient for Nd3+ and Pr3+ changed to 1.4059 × 106 m/s and
0.6275 × 106 m/s, respectively. However, when [C6MIM][NTf2] ionic liquid was added to
TOPO and TPB, the obtained permeation coefficients for Nd3+ of 2.3200× 106 m/s and Pr3+

of 0.7112 × 106 m/s, had considerable differences. Consequently, the utilization of ionic
liquids can be a beneficial approach for enhancing the selectivity of SLMs. Baba et.al [63]
used [C8mim][Tf2N] as a green solvent and DODGAA as the extractant for the separation
of Dy3+ and Nd3+ against ferric ions by the SLM method. After 30 h, up to 100% of REE
ions were transported with just 10% transportation of ferric ions. The extraction constant of
Dy3+ and Nd3+ were reported as 6.26 × 10−1 and 2.35 × 10−2, respectively, which shows
the separation capability of Dy3+ and Nd3+ after the separation of Fe ions by this membrane.
The transportation mechanism in the membrane phase is illustrated in Figure 3b. In Table 1,
the information about some SLMs used for REEs extraction is summarized.
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Table 1. The compound of some supported liquid membranes for extraction and recovery of REEs.

Membrane
Matrix Carrier Solvent RE3+ Description References

- D2EHPA 2 -
Y3+

Nd3+

Dy3+

Development of a mathematical transient
model and utilization of a new extraction

selectivity definition to study the extraction
and separation of REE ion mixtures with the

FSHSLM process

[49]

PTFE 1 Aliquat-336 - Gd3+

Nd3+

Improvement of 28.3% and 49.5% permeability
coefficient for Gd3+ and Nd3+ extraction using

hydrophobic nanoparticle SiO2

[65]

PVDF TODGA 3 n-Octane

La3+

Ce3+

Pr3+

Nd3+

Very fast permeation and collection of more
than 95.0% of REE ions using 0.1 M

TODGA as carrier
[62]

polyvinylidene
fluoride D2EHPA Kerosene Nd3+

Development of a novel flat renewal
supported liquid membrane (FRSLM) and

obtaining an extraction percentage of 92.9 for
Nd3+ in 75 min

[39]

Polypropylene
(PP)

TODGA
Cyanex 923

TBP 4
IsoparTM L

Nd3+

Pr3+

Dy3+

Use the SLM coupled with hollow supported
fiber membrane for extraction of REE ions

from permanent magnets wastes in the
presence of non-REEs

[2]

-
[C6MIM][NTf2]

TOPO 5

TPB
Kerosene Nd3+

Pr3+

Achievement of the highest permeability
coefficients with the synergistic extractant

containing [C6MIM][NTf2] ionic liquid, TOPO
and TPB carriers.

[64]

PTFE

combination of
ionic liquids

TBP
D2EHPA

- Ce3+
Observation of maximum permeation

coefficient of 30%, 20% and 10% v/v for
D2EHPA, TBP and C6MIM.NTF2 extractant

[66]

PVDF DODGAA 6 [C8mim][Tf2N] Nd3+

Dy3+

More than 99% extraction and purification of
REEs from Fe ions with [C8mim][Tf2N]

containing 10 mM DODGAA
[63]

1 polytetrafluoroethylene; 2 bis (2-ethylhexyl) hydrogen phosphate; 3 N,N,N′,N′-tetraoctyl diglycol amide;
4 Tributyl-phosphate; 5 trioctyl-phosphine-oxide; 6 N,N-dioctyldiglycol amic acid.

As discussed, the SLMs have good potential for utilization in REEs extraction. Despite
the BLMs and ELMs, they use lower chemical materials and are more easily operable with
more efficiency. So, they can be applied in industrial applications; however, some problems
such as weak stability due to pore blockage and low lifetime still need to be eliminated.

3.2. Polymer Inclusion Membranes (PIMs)

Polymer inclusion membranes (PIMs), as a new class of polymeric membranes,
have recently attracted more attention for the extraction of metal ions, especially
REEs [52,67]. In PIM membranes, the extraction process with stripping procedure
is combined simultaneously into one device. Moreover, due to long-time stability,
low carrier loss, elimination of large volumes of diluents and no problems with phase
separation, it seems that PIM could be a potential green alternative technology for con-
centrating, separating and recovering REEs [4,68]. Figure 4a draws a typical diagram of
the transport apparatus for the extraction of Lu3+ by a P227@PVDF polymer inclusion
membrane [7]. Thus, the separation process becomes more straightforward and occurs
continuously. Despite the benefits of PIM, very little research has been carried out on
the extraction and recovery of REEs to date.
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Figure 4. (a) Transport apparatus for extraction of Lu3+ by a P227@PVDF by simultaneously extracting
and recovering Lu3+ in one device ((1) feed solution, (2) stripping solution and (3) polymer inclusion
membrane), adapted from Ref. [7]. Copyright 2021 Elsevier; (b) extraction and stripping of Lu3+ by
P227@PIM, adapted from Ref. [69]. Copyright 2020 Elsevier; the surface morphology of membrane
indicate the asymmetric structure of membrane with hierarchically ordered pores. The pore sizes
in the inner layer and outer layer are ~1 µm and ~8 µm, so the P277@ PIM (40 wt%) have high
accessibility to the solution causing the increase of transportation of Lu3+; and (c) cation exchange
transport mechanism of Cyanex272 and Lu3+ ion by E-PIMs, which shows the Lu3+ forms complex
with a functional group (−OH) of extractant and released the H+, adapted from Ref. [70]. Copyright
2021 Elsevier.

Huang et al. [7] used a new PIM for Lu3+ separation and extraction from a solution that
contained Lu3+, La3+ and Sm3+. The membrane composition was PVDF with 60 wt% as the
primary matrix and 40 wt% P227 (di(2-ethylhexyl) phosphinic acid) as the extractant and
the plasticizer. A structure with hierarchically ordered pores of P227@PIM (40 wt%) due
to high surface roughness and a large contact area with the solution exhibited improved
membrane accessibility to the solution. Moreover, the membrane acted as an effective
selective transporter of Lu3+ from the small pore side to the large pore side. As the P227 is
an acidic extractant, the PH has a crucial role in the membrane’s selectivity. At PH = 1.5 after
five h, the recovery factor of Lu3+, La3+ and Sm3+ were 85%, 40% and 4%, respectively. After
the increase of PH to 2.4, the Sm3+ was selectively separated from La3+. However, with a
further increase of PH, the La3+ separation reached 50%. This indicated that P227@PIM
(40 wt%) could be an excellent membrane for separating heavy and light REEs from each
other. Carrier content, stirring speed, temperature and stripping acidity also affected the
PIM transport efficiency. They reported that the mechanism of extraction and stripping
Lu3+ by P227 existed in the dimer form in PIM, which is a cation exchange process. Briefly,
Lu3+ and the extractant carrier first contact the interface between the membrane and
the feed solution to form a complex. In the second stage, the complex diffuses through
the membrane into the stripping solution due to differences in both sides’ acidity and
the gradient concentration of Lu3+ and H+ as driving forces. In the end, Lu3+ from the
extracted complex is replaced by H+ at the membrane interface and the stripping solution
and is released into the stripping solution. The process schematic is shown in Figure 4b.
The transport efficiency of Lu3+ after 5 h and 12 h reached 85% and 96%, respectively [69].

Chen et al. [70] have also reported the synthesis of a novel modified EVOH polymer
inclusion membrane with Cyanex272 as a carrier to separate Y3+ and Lu3+. They concluded
that the utilization of EVOH caused no difference between P = O, P − OH in Cyanex272
and Lu3+ coordination. SEM and AFM analyses indicated that adding a suitable amount
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of EVOH could produce larger surface pores and internal channels. The membrane per-
meability coefficients of Lu3+ and Yb3+ were 114.82 µm/s and 156 µm/s, respectively; the
primary fluxes were also 65.61 µm/m2.s and 190.17 µm/m2.s, respectively. The Lu3+ and
Yb3+ separation factor was measured as 1.37 in the optimized condition. All obtained
results demonstrate that this novel synthesized PIM with serving EVOH as a hydrophilic
additive can be further used to extract heavy REEs. Figure 4c shows a brief illustration of
the cation exchange transport mechanism of Cyanex272 and Lu3+ in the membrane.

Kelov et al. [53] introduced a polymer inclusion membrane for the selective extraction
and recovery of REE ions consisting of 45% D2EHPA and 55% PVC. The complete extraction
and separation of Yb3+, La3+ and Ga3+ ions were attained. Selective and complete extraction
of these REEs ions was reached in the different pH of the H2SO4 feed solution (Yb3+ at
pH = 0.25, Gd3+ at pH = 1.25 and La3+ at pH = 2.25). The thermodynamic extraction
constants for Yb3+, Gd3+ and La3+ reported as equal to 92,700, 85.5 and 0.896, respectively.
The considerable difference of extraction factors caused the possibility of the separation
of light, middle and heavy REE ions by varying solution acidity. Table 2. summarizes
some other PIMs for the separation of various REEs. Described research demonstrates
that the effective and selective transport of the desired ions by PIM depends directly on
the used carrier [71]. As appropriate carriers, ionic liquids (ILs) also have reports for
improving the selectivity of PIMs. Chen et al. [72] used [A336][P507] as a bifunctional
ionic liquid without any plasticizer with a PVDF matrix for the extraction of Y3+ and Lu3+.
PVDF matrix (62.5 wt%) and [A336][P507] carrier (37.5 wt%) had weak physical interaction
and created an asymmetric structure, which accelerated the transport of Lu3+ from small
pores in the surface with feed solution to the large pores from the surface of stripping
solution. For Lu3+ extraction, in condition of 7.5 × 10−4 mol/L LuCl3, initial pH = 2.84,
1.0 mol/L HCl stripping solution, the permeation coefficient was 2.80 µm/s. Moreover, the
Y3+ transportation was much faster than Lu3+, more selective compared to liquid–liquid
extraction. Although the ionic liquids have efficient performance on REEs extraction, some
problems such as high costs and difficulty in their synthesis restricted their uses [73,74].

Table 2. The compound of some polymer inclusion membranes for extraction and recovery of REEs.

Membrane
Matrix Carrier Plasticizer RE3+ Description References

CTA 1 D2EHPA and
TBP 4 NPOE 8 La3+

Ce3+
Selectivity order (Ce/La) for TBP carrier = 1.4

Selectivity order (Ce/La) for D2EHPA carrier = 2.8 [75]

CTA CMPO 5 and
TODGA 6 - Ce3+

Use of combined carriers with
high effective transport of cerium

ions
[76]

PVDF 2 P277 - Lu3+ Selective separation of Lu3+ from La3+ and Sm3+

dependent on the PH of the feed solution
[7]

CTA Noncyclic
ionophores - Ce3+ A new combination of carriers for excellent separation

of cerium ions [77]

CTA TODGA NPOE
La3+

Eu3+

Lu3+

High transport percentage of La3+ = 60.4%,
Eu3+ = 91.2% and Lu3+ = 98.0%

[71]

PVC 3 D2EHPA -
La3+

Yb3+

Gd3+

Selective extraction of Yb3+ with thermodynamic
extraction constants of Yb3+ = 92,700, Gd3+ = 85.5 and

La3+ = 0.896 dependent on PH of the feed solution
[53]

PVDF [A336][P507] - Lu3+
Use of bifunctional ionic liquid with good permeation

coefficient of 2.80 µm/s compared to liquid-liquid
extraction

[72]
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Table 2. Cont.

Membrane
Matrix Carrier Plasticizer RE3+ Description References

EVOH 7 Cyanex272 - Yb3+

Lu3+
High permeability coefficients of Lu3+ = 114.82 µm/s

and Yb3+ = 156 µm/s
[69]

1 Cellulose-triacetate; 2 poly-vinylidene fluoride; 3 poly-vinyl chloride; 4 tributyl-phosphate-thylphosphine oxide;
5 octyl(phenyl)-N,N-diisobutylcarbamoylme; 6 N,N,N,N-tetraoctyl-3-oxapentanediamide; 7 polyvinyl-alcohol-co-
ethylene; 8 2-nitrophenyl-octyl-ether.

PIMs are generally more stable and relatively longer in the lifetime than supported
liquid membranes (SLMs) and can easily be prepared. However, the main problem of
these membranes is that, after a while, due to the fouling, the membrane permeability
reduces. Therefore, using these membranes to extract REEs in the industry requires more
improvement and development of their durability [78].

4. Facilitated/Retarded Permeation Mechanism

REEs family are well-known for their similar chemical and physical properties [79],
such as the similarity in their radius and oxidation states (+III), which makes them hard to
separate [80]. On the other hand, several REEs are valuable in economic aspects. Therefore,
required methods with high-efficiency selectivity are required to extract a particular and
substantial element from REEs in waste streams. Recently, the use of membranes called
ion-imprinted membranes and nanocomposite membranes have been considered for the
extraction of REEs due to their high selectivity to desired elements from others. In these
membranes, due to the use of unique technologies in their synthesis, the target element
is absorbed in places embedded on the surface or inside the membrane, and interfering
ions pass freely through the membrane. Finally, the adsorbed ion can be recovered and
extracted with high purity.

4.1. Ion Imprinted Membranes (IIMs)

The most exciting method for selectively recognizing and separating ions is the ion-
imprinted technique (IIT), which has been developed extensively due to the artificial
specific imprinting processes’ capability to recognize the target ions and their high toler-
ance to acidic and basic environments. However, owing to some problems such as poor
regeneration, high diffusion barriers and difficult separation for REEs, the utilization of
this method in industrial applications is still limited. The combination of the ion-imprinted
technique (IIT) and membrane separation technique (MST) was proposed in past decades
to solve these problems. The separation of REEs has shown high potential ion-imprinted
membranes (IIMs) to absorb and separate the specific ions from REEs with extremely high
selectivity. The main ways for sorption of REEs by IIMs membrane are facilitated/retarded
permeation processes. As illustrated in Figure 5a, when the feed solution passes through
the membrane, the template ion is adsorbed by the imprinted site, while the interfering
ions pass freely through the membrane. The utilization of IIMs for the extraction of REEs
were reported firstly by Mosbach et al., in 1993. Accordingly, the new synthesis method
(surface imprinting) and multilevel distributed structure of IIMs on membrane surfaces
have been developed for the extraction of REEs [74].

Liu et al. [81] have invented a novel Dy3+ ion-imprinted 3D macroporous chitosan
membrane (II-MAC) by a simple immersion–precipitation–evaporation strategy for the
solid–liquid selective extraction of Dy3+. Chitosan, a material possessing many free hy-
droxyl and amino agents with unshared pair electrons, can constitute complexes with
REE ions. For the construction of the microporous structure, the silica particle as a poro-
genic agent was also incorporated in imprinted material. The effect of solution pH, initial
concentration of Dy3+ and contact time were investigated. They showed that when the
stream passed through the II-MAC membrane, the Dy3+ adsorbed through the rebinding
of amino groups, which were positively charged during the leaching and creation of the
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Dy3+ vacancy stage Dy3+ ions. As shown in Figure 5b, after adsorption experiments in the
optimal pH = 7 at 25 ◦C, the maximum Dy3+ adsorption capacity of the membrane Dy3+

was 23.3 mg/g.

Figure 5. (a) illustration of separation mechanism of ion-imprinted membranes, which REE ions are
adsorbing in ion-imprinted sites and interfering ions pass through the membrane, adapted from
Ref. [74]. Copyright 2021 Elsevier; (b) preparation producer of Dy3+ ion-imprinted 3D macroporous
chitosan membrane (II-MAC) via a simple immersion–precipitation–evaporation strategy, adapted
from Ref. [81]. Copyright 2017 Elsevier; (c) producer of Eu3+ from Eu3+-imprinted membranes
(Eu-IIMs) nanocomposite that shows after the creation of an active site of Eu3+ at 35 ◦C, the mem-
brane gets stuck while the Eu3+ and other ions (La3+, Gd3+ and Sm3+) from membrane layers pass,
adapted from Ref. [82]. Copyright 2018 Elsevier; and (d) Gd3+ separation schematic from a Gd3+-
imprinted membrane (GIM) by one-dimensional carbon nanotubes and two-dimensional modified
polydopamine-graphene oxide adapted from Ref. [83]. Copyright 2019 Elsevier.

Moreover, Nd3+, Pr3+ and Tb3+, as competitive ions with the most identical valences
and radius with Dy3+, were selected. The Dy3+ distribution coefficient in the presence
was 494.88 mL/g, that shows considerably higher than other ions. This novel II-MAC
can improve the selective adsorption of Dy3+ and mass-transfer kinetics. Specifically, the
prepared membrane is time-saving and convenient for Dy3+ extraction ions, which, after
five times reusing, exhibited excellent absorption ability.

Also, Wang et al. [82] developed Eu3+-imprinted membranes (Eu-IIMs) nanocom-
posite for selectively separating Eu3+ from wastewaters that harm human bodies due to
inhibiting prothrombin production from La3+, Sm3+ and Gd3+. The most important of this
membrane is its anti-fouling performance due to modification of the membrane surface
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with Ag nanoparticles. The base of the membrane was Polydopamine (PDA) to enhance
the interfacial adhesion. Graphene oxide (GO) provides a lot of oxygen-containing func-
tional groups, such as carboxyl, hydroxyl and modified silicon dioxide (kSiO2), to form
hydrophilic nanocomposite membranes, which improve the low liquid fluxes and were
stacked on PDA. They reported that the maximum rebinding capacity could be reached
at pH = 7 with a recovery percentage of 76.87%. At lower PH, due to the protonation
of active sites, the adsorption capacity was decreased. Moreover, high Eu3+-rebinding
capacity (101.14 mg/g) with adsorptive selectivity 1.82 for Eu3+/La3+, 1.57 for Eu3+/Gd3+

and 1.45 for Eu3+/Sm3+ proved the high potential of Eu-IIMs for selective separation of
Eu3+. Figure 5c shows the schematic separation of Eu3+ from other REEs. For extraction of
Eu3+ from the membrane after adsorption, 1 M HCl solution was used.

Cui et al. [83] have recently reported the Gd3+ separation from a Gd3+-imprinted
membrane (GIM) that was constructed with interlaced stacking of Gd3+-imprinted one-
dimensional carbon nanotubes (GICNTs) and two-dimensional modified polydopamine-
graphene oxide (PDA@GO). Polydopamine was added to graphene oxide to increase the
interfacial adhesion. Next, the ion-imprinted polymerization was carried out on carbon
nanotubes by a direct cross-link of linear polymers. Selectivity towards Gd (III) was
obtained by passing a feed solution with a concentration of 60 mg/L Gd3+, 250 mg/L
La3+ and 10 mg/L Eu3+. Isotherm and kinetic adsorption and time of permeation were
investigated. The results show that the GICNT membrane has high permeation selectivity
(2.91 La/Gd and 2.49 Eu/Gd) towards Gd3+. To prove the membrane performance, they
measured the adsorption capacity of Gd3+ by passing the feed from the Gd3+-imprinted
membrane (GIM) to the none-imprinted membrane (NIM). The results demonstrated the
GIM had an adsorption capacity near 40 mg/g, while the NIM adsorption capacity was
less, at under 15 mg/g. So, the Gd3+-imprinted membrane had a high potential capacity
for Gd3+ separation. Figure 5d shows the scheme of Gd3+ separation from La3+ and Eu3+.

Though IIMs have many benefits for the extraction of REEs, such as the easy formation
of porous structure and installation, low price and high flexibility, and their application
for extraction of REEs seem promising in the future, their utilization is still scarce. Tra-
ditional ionic imprinted polymer membranes are suffering from low sites accessibility.
Thus, template ions must be completely imprinted onto the membrane surfaces to achieve
better imprinting efficiency [84,85]. Recently, a new three-dimensional (3D) wood-based
Nd3+-imprinted with multilevel structure was introduced by Wu et al. [86]. Hereon, as
illustrated in Figure 4a, the polydopamine (PDA)-modified layers were initially synthe-
sized on the surfaces of basswood with a high macroporous structure. After that, the
sandwich-like structure of 3DW-IIMs was made by carrying out an Nd3+-imprinted poly-
merization process. So, uniform and abundantly dispersed Nd3+-recognition sites were
achieved on the surface, which improved the rebinding capacity (120.87 mg/g) and the
high selectivity of Nd3+. Besides, they proved that the PDA-modified layers positively
affected the rebinding capacity promotion of 3DW-IIMs, which caused much more creation
of Nd3+-imprinted sites due to the PDA-modified surfaces. It was demonstrated that the
retarded permeation mechanism had played an influential role in the selective separation
of Nd3+. Figure 4b schematically illustrates that the adsorption of Nd3+ ions occurred
during separation processes initially. Then, the same Nd3+ ions were bound onto the
selective sites from the membrane. Inversely, non-template ions like Tb3+, Fe3+ and Dy3+

were transported through the membrane without any ion-imprinted resistance. Based
on the obtained results, 3DW-IIMs showed excellent potential for the separation of REE
ions. Table 3. summarizes the conditional operation of some IIMs for the separation of
various REEs.

IIMs are very new methods for extraction of REEs. So, their application in industry
is still not popular. However, they can be an interesting alternative of liquid membranes
due to their high potential for separation of specific REE ions with high purified solution.
Unfortunately, their production cost is high and new materials with low cost and easier
synthesis methods need to be developed for IIMs production.
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Table 3. Conditional operation of some ion-imprinted membranes for extraction and recovery of REEs.

Target
Ion Membrane Substance PH of

Adsorption

Initial
Concentration

(ppm)

Adsorption
Capacity
(mg/g)

Competitive
Ions References

Dy3+ chitosan membrane 7 50 23.3

Nd3+

Pr3+

Tb3+

Fe3+

[81]

Eu3+

Grapheme oxide
(GO)/modified silicon

dioxide (kSiO2) on
PDA-modified

substrate

7 50 101.14
La3+

Gd3+

Sm3+
[82]

Gd3+

Polydopamine/modified
graphene oxide

(PDA@GO) and carbon
nanotubes (GICNTs)

on cellulose membrane

7 60 - La3+

Eu3+ [83]

Nd3+
polydopamine

(PDA)-modified on
basswood surfaces

7 90 120.87
Tb3+

Fe3+

Dy3+
[86]

Lu3+ 4-vinylpyridine–
acetylacetone/EDMA 5.5 20 64.2

Fe3+ −Mg2+

Ca2+ −Al3+

La3+ −Nd3+

Y3+ −Gd3+

Dy3+ −Tm3+

Lu3+

[87]

4.2. Nanocomposite Membranes

Recently, research into metal separation/extraction has led to a new class of materials
called nanocomposites [88]. For example, pure polymeric membranes’ performance, selec-
tivity, stability and permeability can be improved by incorporating nanoparticles such as
iron, silver, aluminum, Palladium silica, zirconium, titanium and magnesium [89,90].

Also, preparation of polymeric nanocomposite membranes, applying nanomaterials
based on carbon-containing material such as single-walled nanotubes (SWCNTs), multi-
walled carbon nanotubes (MWCNTs) and graphene oxide (GO) nanoparticles, have been
reported due to their enhanced and more effective performance [91–93].

Recently, Zolfonoun et al. [52] investigated the utilization of multi-walled carbon
nanotubes membrane coated with cellulose acetate to extract REEs such as Y, Ce, La, Nd,
Gd, Dy and Sm. The maximum capacity for Y3+, Ce3+, La3+, Nd3+, Dy3+, Sm3+, Gd3+ and
sorption by membrane was reported 33, 23, 28, 35, 31, 41 and 37 mg/g, respectively. The
multi-walled (MWCNTs) nanotubes, because of high surface area in the range of 150 to
1500 m2/g, can easily adsorb REEs and facilitate the separation process. Referred to
reported results, this method is a quick and simple approach and can be noticed as a
suitable method for the determining and preconcentration of REEs.

Armentano et al. [94] also use a modern bio-MOF-based single-walled carbon nan-
otube buckypaper (SWCNTBP) to recover lanthanides. This MOF-carbon-based membrane
introduced for the recovery of REEs for the first time exhibits high efficiency and perfor-
mance in recovering Ce3+ from aqueous streams. Affected parameters such as concentration
and PH were investigated. Results showed a sorption capacity of 263.30 mg/g for Ce3+ by
BioMOF@SWCNT-BP membrane. As shown in Figure 6a, the separation mechanism of Ce3+

is involved in Ce3+ interaction with the COOH functional groups from SWCNTBP, followed
by an uptake of MOF. As a result, BioMOF@SWCNT-BPs can be considered a cheap and
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effective membrane technique for minimizing pollution from streams and recovering REEs
from water.

Figure 6. (a) Schematic of the recovery process of Ce3+ by BioMOF@SWCNT-BP membrane and purify
of water stream, adapted from Ref. [94]. Copyright 2021 Wiley-VCH GmbH. and (b) The separation
of REEs by a layer-by-layer composite of polyvinyl amine and p-octasulfonato-calix[8]arene. The
polyvinyl amine with a positive charge is interacted with a negative surface charge and forms the
first layer. In the following, the second layer is constructed by p-octasulfonato-calix[8]arene with
a positive charge on the first layer. So, REE positive ions can be adsorbed on the surface of porous
polymer membrane and other ions pass within the membrane, then extraction and purification are
carried out [95].

Additionally, due to its high accessibility and selectivity, a new type of layer-by-layer
composite can be used to separate various kinds of REEs. Toutianoush et al. [95] have
constructed a porous polymer membrane with layer-by-layer composition p-octasulfonato-
calix[8]arene and polyvinyl amine on the surface of the membrane for separation of REEs,
such as LaCl3 and YCl3. The schematic of membrane layers can be seen in Figure 6b. They
exhibited that at suitable conditions. Permeation rates of YCl3, LaCl3, CeCl3, PrCl3 and
SmCl3 were 0.08 × 10−4 m/s, 0.09 × 10−4 m/s, 0.101 × 10−4 m/s, 0.091 × 10−4 m/s
and 0.093 × 10−4 m/s, respectively, which are extremely low. This can be ascribed to the
complex formation of REE ions on the calixarenes sulfonate groups. So, the membrane
is permeable for other ions but approximately impermeable for REEs ions. The strong
rejection of the REE ions made the membrane useful for the enrichment of REEs ions.
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As mentioned above, nanocomposite materials can modify membranes’ selectivity
and recovery performance, but their application in the recovery of REEs from wastewater
requires more academic research.

5. Rejection Mechanism

In a semipermeable membrane, separation of REEs in waste streams occurs by a
rejection mechanism. Accordingly, when the stream is passing through the membrane, due
to sieving mechanism (the difference between pore size of the membrane and REEs ions or
REEs-complex size) or electrostatic rejection mechanism as a result of Donnan phenomenon
and Nernst–Planck equation, the REEs that have been rejected from the surface of the
membrane and the stream are purified. Then, the rejected REEs in a concentrated solution
are extracted. These membranes have different characteristics, which are classified into
nanofiltration (NF) with a pore size lower than 2 nm, ultrafiltration (UF) with a pore size
between 2 nm and 50 nm and microfiltration (MF) with a pore size higher than 50 nm. Due
to the large size of their pores, the MF membranes cannot reject REE ions, but they are
usually used in a pre-treatment process to remove unfavorable ions such as sodium ions,
which have a severe effect on the rejection of REEs from waste streams or acidic leachates.

A selective complexation method can be used to increase the REE ions rejection from
these membranes for the information of complex between desired ions and water-soluble
chelates. Therefore, the complexes are rejected quickly from the membrane surface, while
the non-complexed ions transport through the membrane.

Kose-Mutlu [96] reported the micelle enhanced ultrafiltration (MEUF) method for
REE ions separation from a feed solution of mixed-metal using a sodium dodecyl sulfate
(SDS) achelating agent. MEUF is a separation method that combines the solubilization and
ultrafiltration process in which the desired ions are absorbed with micelles, so the large
size ion-complexes reject from the surface of the UF membrane from the aqueous solution.
Firstly, pre-treatment by pH adjustment with NaOH was carried out by microfiltration
(MF). Then, two different membrane models, UP020 and UP150 with MWCO of 20 kDa and
150 kDa, respectively, were used to extract Tb3+, Nd3+, Eu3+, Er3+, Y3+ and Dy3+. Figure 7
shows the removal of REE ions from the surface of the membrane. They evaluated the SDS
concentration as an important parameter on the MEUF at concentrations lower and higher
than the CMC. The increase of the SDS concentration near CMC led to an increase of REE
rejections and, at lower concentrations from CMC, the formation of micelles does not occur
in the bulk suspension but near membrane surface due to the increase of concentrations.
Concentration polarization took place and rejection of REEs was increased.

On the other hand, during the UF process, rejected molecules of the surfactant stick
on the membrane surface and form a micelle aggregation layer (MAL) or a gel layer on the
membrane surface and cause the REEs to bind on the surface. At higher SDS concentrations
from CMC, the rejection of REE ions decreases, which is attributed to the shape change of
micelles into worm-shaped with a smaller size that can easily pass through the membrane.
UP020 membrane with an optimal parameter such as pH = 3.5, 60 min contact time at 25 ◦C,
3 bar operation pressure and SDS concentration of 8.0 mM, have a high REEs rejection of 97%.

Favre-Reguillon [97] et al., studied the Gd3+ rejection by NF-assisted complexation
process using Desal G10 membrane and DTPA chelating agent. Without using DTPA, the
rejection of Gd3+ was lower than 10%, but using DTPA in PH range of 1–3, an optimum
condition (P = 4 bar, Gd3+ and DTPA concentration = 0.3 mM and T = 20), the rejection
varied from 5% to 95%. This wide range of rejection was due to the formation and increased
concentration of [Gd–DTPA]2− complex as a function of PH.

Murthy and Choudhary [98] also studied the Rejection of Nd3+ using NF membrane
(NF-300) with EDTA as complexation agent and SDS as surfactant. Using SDS and EDTA in
feed solution led to an increase of Nd3+ rejection from 86.74 to 99.5% and 99.4%, respectively.

Polymer complexation UF process (PCUF) is another UF-assisted method for the
rejection of metal ions that formed a large size of polymer complex. Various kinds of
water-soluble polymers such as polyacrylic acid (PAA) or sodium salts of PAA can be
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used in this method. Gong et al. [99] used Amicon Ultra-15 centrifugal membrane with
MWCO of 30 KDa and PAA as a polymer complexation agent to recover several REEs.
They reported that more than 90% of REEs at PH between 8–9 by 30 mg/L of PAA were
rejected from the membrane.

Figure 7. Schematic showing the rejection of REE ions from the surface of the membrane. The REE
ions that formed complexes with SDS have a larger size than membrane pores, then they are rejected
from the surface of the membrane, but free REE ions could easily pass through the membrane due to
their smaller size [96].

ValentinaInnocenzi et al. [100] used Micellar-enhanced monotubular ceramic mem-
branes with sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS) as an anionic surfactant for Y3+ and Zn2+ removal
from from effluents obtained from waste electrical equipment recycling plants. Two model
monotubular ceramic ultrafiltration membranes with MWCO of 1 kDa and 210 kDa were
used. The concentration of Y3+ and Zn2+ in synthetic liquid was 30 mg/L and 2 mg/L,
respectively. An excellent removal performance near 99% was obtained for both Y3+ and
Zn2+, which shows that retentate solution was rich in targeted ions that, for their recovery,
further processed should be carried out.

Ceramic membranes with multi-layered structures as an inorganic membrane were
also studied for the separation of REEs. J.López et al. [101] applied a TiO2 supported Al2O3
ceramic membrane with the specification of 44.92 cm2 active area in tubular configuration
with 2 mm thickness and 6.5 mm internal diameter and 1 nm mean pore size. TiO2 was the
active layer, and MWCO of the membrane was 200 Da with 4.5 and 5.5 isoelectric points
(IEP). The membrane rejection mechanism can be attributed to the protonation and deproto-
nation of the TiO2 active layer surface groups (R–TiOH). The surface charge depends on pH,
which is an acidic condition, the positively charged (R–TiOH2+) and negatively charged
(R–TiO−) formed at basic condition. Rejection efficiencies of TiO2 ceramic membrane were
approximately 60% which shows low selectivity of ceramic membrane for REEs because
of the rejection of Al, Zn and Cu, alongside REE ions. A smaller pore size for ceramic
membranes should be developed to reduce transportation of undesired ions, which helps
increase REE ions rejections. As mentioned, ceramic membranes have attracted attention
due to their superior chemical, thermal and mechanical resistance, hydrophilic nature, ease
of cleaning, lower fouling and high operational lifetime, especially in harsh feedstock [102]
that can be a good selection for REEs separation. However, due to the high cost of ceramic
membranes, they are less used even in laboratory research.

In general, NF and UF membranes would be excellent for the treatment of very
acidic streams, which are essential concerns for the environment due to the separation of
monovalent ions such as H+, HSO4

−, Na+, NO3
− and Cl− that can pass freely through
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the membrane, alongside high rejection of REE trivalent ions at very low concentrations.
Table 4 summarizes the information of some NF and UF membrane for REEs removal.

Table 4. A compound of some NF and UF membranes for removal and recovery of REEs.

Membrane
Type

Active
Layer

Organic
Chelate RE3+ MWCO

(Da) PH Rejection
(%) References

NF270 Polyamide on a thin
flm composite -

La3+

Pr3+

Nd3+

Sm3+

Dy3+

Yb3+

180 ± 20 1 >98 [103]

Amicon Ultra-15
centrifugal filter

units
- PAA La3+

Sm3+ 30 7.5 >89 [99]

NF-300 Polyamide EDTA
SDS

Ce3+

Nd3+ 300 2–10 >90 [98]

Single tube
MembraloxO Tl-70
ceramic membrane

- SDS Y3+ 1 5–6 99 [100]

UP020 - SDS

Tb3+

Nd3+

Eu3+

Er3+

Y3+

Dy3+

20 3.5 >97 [96]

TiO2 supported
Al2O3 ceramic

membrane
TiO2 -

REE ions
Al3+

Zn2+

Cu2+

200 - 60 [101]

6. Conclusions

As the demand for rare earth elements (REEs) is intensively increasing worldwide,
newly developed methods for extracting and recovering these precious metals seem con-
siderably necessary. In this review, we investigated the efficient extraction of REEs by
membrane process and their extraction mechanism. The various kinds of membrane pro-
cesses, their feasibility, selectivity and extraction performance were also studied. The most
commonly used methods for REEs are precipitation, ion exchange, adsorption, solvent
extraction and membrane process. However, the precipitation, ion exchange and adsorp-
tion due to utilization of high chemical reagents are not economical. Moreover, they are
not suitable for high concentration streams, so the amount of extractable REEs is low.
The post treatment is also required to achieve high purified REEs. Currently, the solvent
extraction method is the most common existing method for separating and extracting REEs.
However, some restrictions such as low separation selectivity, low purity of the extracted
elements and high energy consumption limits their application in industry and no drastic
progress in scale-up applications has been made until now. Moreover, the remaining large
amount of acidic and alkaline wastewater is a matter of concern. Therefore, researchers
have recently focused on the extraction of REEs towards using a new and environmentally
friendly method called membrane separation technology (MST). This method has excellent
potential for scale-up extraction of REEs due to the use of lower chemical materials and
easy operation. So, MST is more economical than other mentioned methods. Additionally,
high concentrated streams with various conditions such as streams with different PH or
with the presence of different undesirable ions, can be treated by this method.
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Porous supported membranes that carrier embedded into its pores as the supported
liquid membrane (SLM) is the most popular technique for the extraction of REEs. SLMs
usually consume lower carrier and is more economical. Moreover, REEs’ extraction and
stripping process coincide in one apparatus, which simplifies the extraction process, making
it easier to use. However, the concern of carrier loss during extraction remains. On the
other side, the selectivity of SLMs towards various REEs existed in a specific solution
is low. So, using new extractants like ionic liquids, which have high selectivity and
low toxicity than organic carriers, or other new strategies such as using two or three
extractant simultaneously, could be the focus of future research within REEs extraction.
Other membrane types called solid membranes are novel membranes for the extraction
of REEs due to their easy preparation and green performance, which can be an effective
alternative for liquid membranes. Polymer inclusion membranes (PIMs) are newly used
for the extraction of various REEs. The extraction mechanism by these membranes is
the permeation of REE ions through the membrane organic phase exactly like liquid
membranes but the efficiency and performance period time are considerably higher due
to immobilization of extractant in the membrane matrix. The future perspective of PIMs
for REE extraction seems to be promising. However, more research on their feasibility and
stability needs to be carried out for scale-up applications. For example, using new materials
or synthesis processes can be the main topics for future research of PIMs.

Other types of new solid membranes are ion-imprinted membranes and nanocompos-
ite membranes like carbon-based membranes or metal-organic framework (MOF) mem-
branes; rare research has been carried out on their performance for recovery of REEs.
However, they can be easily prepared, and because of their separation mechanism as
facilitated/retarded permeation mechanism and adsorption of target ion in active sites
within the membrane, they can be used for separation and extraction of a specific REE.
The utilization of IIMs and MOF membranes for REE extractant is extremely new so it is
necessary to conduct more research on their feasibility and performance. The main problem
of IIMs is low stability of the template holes, especially for scale-up applications. The
most important issue for the use of these membranes on an industrial scale is the high
cost of manufacturing them that need to be considered. So new synthesis method needs
to be developed for producing IIMs with more stable cavities and holes with economical
price. Moreover, MOF and nanocomposite membranes have a more promising perspective
because they had effective performance for water treatment in previous studies.

Other membranes, which typically act as a filter, separate the REE ions by rejection
mechanism because of their pore size or surface charge of the membrane. These membranes
are more useful for acidic solutions or leachate such as acid mine waters (AMWs), which
have a low concentration of REEs and high concentration of hydrogen ions. These mem-
branes usually allow the hydrogen ions to pass and reject the REE ions, so concentrated
retentate of REE ions is obtained. Although NF and UF membranes are green approach for
REEs recovery, they have low stability in aggressive acidic environments. Consequently,
new materials like ceramic or nanocomposite materials can have positive effects on their
development for use in industrial applications. NF membranes are more applied and
UF membranes are usually integrated with other methods to improve the extraction of
REEs. However, they currently have low efficiency for REEs recovery. As it turns out, the
combination of these membrane with other new routes can be more promising. Table 5
summarizes the characteristics of various membranes examined in this review.

We believe that improvement and development on the performance of membranes due
to their high potential properties for recovery of REEs will have a promising perspective
in the future and can have positive effects on economic feasibility and the selectivity
separation of REEs.
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Table 5. The characteristics of various membranes for REEs extraction.

Membrane Type Functional PH Selectivity Life Time Price

Supported liquid
membrane (SLM)

Acidic and neutral
conditions Higher for LREEs Low due to pore

blockage

Low for continuous extraction
process, few consuption

chemical materials and easily
operation

Polymer inclusion
membrane (PIM)

Acidic and neutral
conditions Higher for HREEs

Low due to fouling,
low thermal, and
chemical stability

Low for continuous extraction
process, few consuption

chemical materials and easily
operation

Ion imprinted
membrane (IIM) 5–7 High

Low due to loss of
active sites after a

period

High for production cost and
needed post treatment

Nanocomposite
membrane

Acidic and neutral
conditions low

Long for high
chemical and thermal

stability
High for production cost

Ultrafiltration
More suitable for

high acidic
conditions

Low
Long for high
chemical and

mechanical stability

High for production cost and
needed pre-treatment

Nanofiltration More suitable for
high acidic conditions Low

Long for high
chemical and

mechanical stability

High for production cost,
needed pre-treatment and
consumption of chelating

agent
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